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Organizational Optimization Maturity Assessment
The Optimization Maturity Assessment allows for organizations to quantify the current state of their 
strategic performance based on the Organizational Optimization Model for strategic alignment and 
execution. The assessment provides leaders a road map from current state to Optimization.

Why is it Different
This Maturity Assessment is based on key categories described in Organizational Optimization Framework. 
That framework includes a future state vision, a goal and several objectives for each of the key categories. 
Using advanced surveying techniques, a set of critical questions is used to test how well the organization is 
meeting these objectives. The survey results are mapped to Organizational Optimization categories to 
identify the critical areas in which to focus on to improve your organization’s performance. 

What’s in it for You?
Our Organizational Optimization Maturity Assessment is a proven method of getting an unbiased, true 
reading of where you currently operate in your Optimization journey. More importantly, this framework 
will lead to a customized plan of action to take your organization to a higher level of aligned performance. In 
other words, the Organizational Optimization Maturity Assessment:

• Sharpens the focus on the strategic alignment and strategic execution capability of the organization to 
a state of optimization.

• Allows you to lay out an improvement path to achieve optimization maturity.
• Provides clear direction for the Organizational Change Leadership program.

OUR CONSULTANTS 
Optimize consultants have extensive experience assessing strategic and operational performance of 
commercial organizations and federal agencies. Moreover, these consultants have defined and refined the 
Organizational Optimization Model over course of several years, and thus have a thorough understanding 
and appreciation of Maturity Assessment best practice and the interpretation of survey results.
 

ABOUT OPTIMIZE CONSULTING, INC.
Optimize Consulting, Inc. is an organizational improvement firm, committed delivering improved 
operational excellence to your organization utilizing Organizational Optimization™. Federal and commercial 
clients have realized benefits of over $3 billion teaming up with Optimize. The firm has a well-deserved 
reputation of excellence in providing smart, sensible, and cost-effective organizational improvement 
solutions for our clients to include award-winning global efforts. The firm created Organizational 
Optimization™ to insure the client organization gets its biggest bang for the buck for improvement efforts. 

Why Just Improve, If You Can Optimize?




